
PRODUCT WHEELS

A Product Wheel is a structured, regularly repeating sequence of the products made on a production line
or major piece of processing equipment. The cycle time is optimized to give the best economic balance
between the cost of changeovers and the cost of carrying inventory, consistent with other requirements
like shelf l ife and minimum lot sizes. High-volume products are made on every cycle. Lower volume
products might be made every second or every fourth cycle based on the best economic balance. Each
cycle is sequenced to give the shortest or least costly path through the products in the cycle. Make-to-
order products are positioned so that if there are orders, it has been predetermined where they fit in the
sequence. 

THE PHENIX PRODUCT WHEEL DESIGNER

Every business must manage the tradeoff between customer service, throughput, and inventory. The
Phenix product wheel designer makes the tradeoffs visible. It automates and guides the user through the
steps that our recognized product wheel experts use to create production strategies that optimize
efficiency and deliver service levels while meeting cash, inventory, and shelf-life constraints. It has
reduced our internal cost and effort to create product wheel designs by a factor of ten and allows our
customers to use the same process.

THE MANUFACTURING PROBLEM
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Product wheel design is a method to implement the Lean concepts of flow, pull, heijunka (production
leveling), and cellular manufacturing in the process industry.

KEY FEATURES OF THE PRODUCT WHEELS METHODOLOGY

Product Wheels capitalize on what are called “the economies of repeatability”.  



BENEFITS

PROBLEMS WITH CLASSICAL APPROACHES TO EOQ, CUSTOMER
SERVICE, AND SAFETY STOCK

Classical approaches to Economic Order Quantities (EOQ), customer service and safety stock miss the
interrelationships between products, measure customer service differently than expected, and overprotect
inventory at larger lot sizes.
The classical EOQ calculations consider products as individuals and result in frequencies that are hard to
run in practice, don’t match between products, and will not optimize manufacturing efficiency across all
products. Phenix uses algorithms to find the best frequency to run each product family, harmonizes the
frequencies within families, and rounds frequencies to time units that can be used in practice, a series of
weeks or days with a common multiple between them.

SAFETY STOCK 

Traditional safety stock formulas are based on service levels, not fi l l  rates. They predict the frequency of
service issues but don’t distinguish between a miss of one case or one thousand cases. Many customers
and businesses measure performance based on fil l  rates. 
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WHY WE CREATED PHENIX

To solve the challenges, Phenix makes product attributes and their changeover impact visible. It f inds the
low-cost changeover path between attributes using fast graphical sorting, runs algorithms to calculate the
optimum production frequencies, and uses simulation to predict the inventory required to meet customer
service goals.

Products cannot be treated as individuals. To maximize production efficiency, similar products must
be run together. We call these product families.
Finding the best combination of products that run well together, without overloading the equipment,
while considering changeover losses, demand variability, maintenance, and process improvement
time.
Determining the frequency with which to run each product family, and the sub frequency with which
to run the individual products within the family.
Staying within inventory limits imposed by working capital, shelf l ife, and storage space constraints.

Product wheel designers face several challenges:
1.

2.

3.

4.

PRODUCT WHEEL DESIGN CHALLENGES



There is an overlap between safety stock and lot size. The classical inventory equations work well at a lot
size of one but break down at larger lot sizes, and tend to over predict the required amount of inventory.
The process industry is distinguished by equipment that is often difficult to stop and restart, requires time
to adjust the process at startup, and requires significant cleaning and sanitization between products. For
example, between allergens in the food industry. This results in a minimum practical run length. We’ve
heard cases where the minimum possible batch for some low-demand products results in 20% expected
product expiration.

To get directly at fi l l  rates and account for lot size impact, Phenix uses a discrete simulation running
thousands of trials in the background. Given the realities of your production lot sizes, it predicts the
inventory required to meet your target fi l l  rates based on your demand and production variability.
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THE PRODUCT WHEEL DESIGN PROCESS IN PHENIX

ENTER DEFAULT AND PRODUCT SPECIFIC DATA, CUSTOMER
SERVICE OBJECTIVES

Phenix uses default data and product-specific data in any combination, the system checks for
completeness before leaving the setup step:

ALLOCATION AND PRODUCT FAMILIES

Products are assigned to families based on product characteristics. Then product families and materials
are assigned to production equipment with a view to required capacity, available capacity, and changeover
losses. This matches the Lean concepts of flow, pull, heijunka (production leveling), and cellular
manufacturing. Capacity is balanced to the TAKT time of customer demand over the course of the product
wheel. Capacity util ization is visible to provide breathing room for variability, maintenance, and process
improvement. 
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PRODUCTION FREQUENCIES

Phenix recommends production frequencies based on advanced algorithms and allows the user to make
the final selection. Simulated inventories and changeover costs recalculate as the user tries different
options.

FINAL SEQUENCING

The user can make final adjustments to the sequence by drag and drop. Changeovers are automatically
recalculated whenever the sequence is adjusted.
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INVENTORY SIMULATION

Throughout the process, the inventory simulation runs in the background to give insight at four different
refinement levels of the wheel design: ideal or EOQ, family assigned, line assigned, and final design.

There are two distinguishing features of the Phenix inventory simulation. Its use of fi l l  rate targets for
customer service objectives and its accounting for the overlap between safety stock and lot size. As
mentioned earlier, traditional safety stock formulas find service levels, not fi l l  rates. Service levels
calculate the frequency of service issues, but most businesses are measured based on fil l  rates. The
classical inventory equations work well at a lot size of one but break down at larger lot sizes. They tend to
over predict the required amount of inventory.

The Phenix inventory simulation runs thousands of trials in the background to predict the inventory
required to meet your target fi l l  rates based on your demand and production variability, given the realities
of your production lot sizes.
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Changeovers and incorrect inventory levels waste significant time and money and affect
customer service. Phenix planning and scheduling software uses Aligned Product Wheels to
minimize waste and align production with the business's customer service, throughput and

inventory goals. Visit us at www.phenixps.com to find out more. 
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